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1. Introduction. The present paper is concerned with linear differential

expressions of the form

(1.1) L(y) = J2pu(x)y^(x), n ^ 1,
,.-0

with coefficients p»(x) belonging to 8, the class of complex-valued (Lebesgue)

integrable functions of the real variable x on the compact interval ab:a^x^b.

The symbol St, (k = 0, 1, • • • ), will be used for the class of functions/(x)

that are continuous and have continuous derivatives of the first k orders on

ab, and the subclass of functions/(x) of S*-i with /<i_I)(x) absolutely con-

tinuous on ab will be designated by SI*, (k = l, 2, • • • ); in particular, Sli is

the class of functions absolutely continuous on ab. The symbol 9L;2 will sig-

nify the set of functions f(x) £21* for which f(k)(x) belongs to 22, the class of

square-integrable functions on ab. For k ^ 1 the subclasses of functions f(x)

of 6*, a* and 2L.;2 such that/<«>(a)=0=/<a)(&). (a = 0, 1, • • • , k-1), will be

denoted by (S£, 21?, and §I£;2, respectively. In order to avoid supplementary

comments at various places in the paper, it will be understood that the sym-

bols 2I0 and 2I£ designate the class £, the symbols 2L-,2 and 2I£;2 denote the class

82, and that ©£ designates the class (So of functions continuous on ab. As

is customary, functions/i(x),/2(x) that are equal a.e. (almost everywhere)

are considered as equal, and we write fi=f2; correspondingly, for subsets

3XCS- (a = l, 2), we write S)i = 3)2if for each w(x)£J)ol (a = l,2), there is a

aWGSf, (P^ct), such that u = w. If La(y) = £,%0pli,a(x)yW, (a = l, 2),

then Li(y)=L2(y) signifies pu,i = pn,2, (ju = 0, 1, • • ■ , n). Finally, if u = u(x),

v=v(x) and uv belong to 2 the symbol (u, v) is used for f\uvdx; in particular,

(u, v) exists if u, vE%2-

As puE2, Gx = 0, 1, • • • , m), if yE&n then L(y)E%- The operator T0 is

defined to have domain \%n and value T0y=L(y) for yE&n- H D* denotes the

totality of functions z(x)E% with z(x)pu(x)E%, (p — 0, 1, • ■ ■ , n), and for

which there exists a corresponding fz=fz(x)E% such that (L(y), z) = (y,fi) for

all yE&Z, then the operator F* with domain 3)* and value T*z=fz is termed

the adjoint of T0. In particular, if £„£&„, (p = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n), and pn(x) 9^0 on ab,

then classical results provide the conclusion that 3)*=2tn, and for 2£2I„ the

value of T*z is given by the Lagrange adjoint ^Z"_0 ( — l)"(p~nz)w. A very
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important instance is the Hilbert space case that occurs when pa E 22,

(p = 0, 1, • • ■ , w), and analogous to the above defined T0 one considers the

operator with values L(y) on the domain of functions y£2ln;2 such that

L(y)E22. For the considerations of the present paper, however, restriction

of attention to this case would be undesirable from the point of view of de-

sired generality.

The central purpose of the present paper is to obtain precise information

on the nature of T0 and its adjoint 2"*. The main tool used is a moderate ex-

tension of the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations and certain

related results, which are derived in §2. Some of the most interesting results

on the character of T0 and T* obtained in §3 deal with differentiability con-

ditions that must hold for coefficients of (1.1) in case the domain 3)* of T* is

sufficiently large. That such type of condition on £)* can not imply that

Pn(x)E&n, (p- = 0, 1, • • • , w), or even that p„(x)££„, is exemplified by the

case of (1.1) with L(y) = A„ (y; p), where we define

A. (y; p) m p(x)y, h2r (y; p) m (p(x)y^)^,
(l•4) .

A2r_! (y; p) = - [(*(*)?<-»)« + (#(*)/'>)<-»], (r - 1, 2, • • •)

with the understanding that p(x)£3lr in the definition of A2r and A2r-i. In-

deed, if for (1.1) we have L(y)=/\n(y; p), (w^l), then the fact thatSLC®*.

and T*z = An(z; ( — l)np) for z£2l„, is an immediate consequence of the

classical relation

(1.3) u An (v; p) - (-l)"v An (u;p) = [Kn(u,v;p)]' (n = 1),

for arbitrary u, v of 2I„, where Kn(u, v; p) is the bilinear concomitant

2~2"j=i u(i~l'Kij-,n(x; p)vu~l). The most important result of §3 is that of Theo-

rem 3.2, to the effect that if gr = xx/WED*, (X = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , kn~l), where k{,

(* = 0, 1, • • • ), is equal to i/2 or (i + 1)/2 according as i is even or odd, then

there exist functions irjEWkj, (i = 0, 1, • • • , w), such that L(y) = 2^"-o A,(y;

Ty), while 2l„C£>* and T0*z = L*(z) = 2Zl-o A,(z; (-1)'*,) for zE%n; more-

over, TjE^ikj.i, (j=0, 1, • • • , w), if and only if TfgiEKt, (X = 0, 1, • • • ,
fen —1), and pj(x)E%2, (j = 0, 1, • • • , n — kn).

§4 is concerned with the case in which there is an e<,>0 such that |p„(x)|

^e„ a.e. on ab. In particular, for this case it is proved in Theorem 4.2 that

M(z) = X"=o qy(x)z^'\ with g„(x)G2, (v = 0, 1, • - • , w), is such that (L(y), z)

= (y, M(z)) for arbitrary zGS„, yE&l if and only if qn(x) =( — l)npn(x), and

for linearly independent solutions y,(x) and Zj(x), (j = 0, 1, • • • , w), of L(y)

= 0 and M(z) =0, respectively, there exists a corresponding constant matrix

As||A,v||, (i, 7 = 1, ••■,«), such that JX-i Wr1)(x)AijZj(x)] = bna/pn(x),
(a = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n). This result is an analogue of one obtained by Hamburger [5]

for the Sturm-Liouville operators he considered. §5 is devoted to the Sturm-
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Liouville case; from the results of the preceding sections we have the char-

acterization of Sturm-Liouville operators given in Theorem 5.1, which shows

in particular that if (1.1) is a formal Sturm-Liouville operator in the sense of

Hamburger, then L(y) = 23"-i A,(;y; irf), where irjE^-kj-i and ir,= ( — !)'■>?,,

(7 = 0, 1, • • • , n). Theorem 5.3 also provides a proof of the result of Theorem

1 of Hamburger [5 ] that is considerably simpler in detail than the proof of

Hamburger. §6 presents results on extensions of the operator T0; tor the

Sturm-Liouville case Theorem 6.2 is an improvement on results of Miller [9]

and Hamburger [5], as it shows that a hypothesis of incompatibility made by

these authors is unnecessary for the result.

2. Auxiliary results. For brevity, if f(x) £? set S„(x;f) =f(x) and Sk+i(x;f)

— fx, Sk(t; f)dt, (a^x^b; k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ ), where x„ is some fixed point on

a<x<6. Moreover, for k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ the symbol tyk will denote the set of

polynomials P4(x) of degree at most k; the symbol ^5_i will designate the class

of functions consisting of the single function P_i(x)=0. Basic for proofs of

the subsequent sections is the following result, which is a moderate extension

of the so-called fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that r,(x)E%, (7 = 0, 1, • • • , h^O), and for k^h

let Hk denote the condition that

(2.1) I(y) =f   ft r,(x)y^ 1 dx = 0 for y £ g°.

Then for a given k^h the condition Hk holds if and only if there exists a Pk-i(x)

Etyh-i such that 2Z*-o ( — l)'S,(x\ r*_y) = Ph-i(x); in particular, Hk is equiva-

lent to Hi for k±th, l^h. If Hk holds for some k^h and rt(x) =0 for h—g<i<h,

then there exists a function /(x)£2l„ such that rh(x)=f(x); also, /(x)£2I0.2

whenever ^_s(x)£?2. Moreover, if Hk holds for some k*th then for arbitrary

;y£2Ift the integral I(y) exists and is equal to zero.

If y£St, (kgth), then we have

nb h

(2.2) I(y) =   j    r(x)y^dx,   where   r(x) - £ (-l)^S,(x; f*_,);
•1 a J-O

indeed (2.2) is identical with (2.1) if h = 0, and is a ready consequence of

integration by parts in case h>0. If there is a Ph-i(x)E%^h-i such that r(x)

= Ph-i(x) it follows that condition Hk holds for k^h; in fact this result is a

direct application of (1.3) with n = h, p(x) = l, u(x)=Ph-i(x), and v(x)=y(x),

since i\h(Ph-i(x); 1)=0.

On the other hand, as Hk implies Hk+i, if Hk holds for a value k^h then

(2.3) 0 = I(y) = (-1)*-"-1 f Sk-K+i(x; r)y«+»dx, for y £ Ci.
•I a
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where r(x) is as in (2.2). Consequently, (see, for example, Huke [7, Chapter

IV]), the customary form of the fundamental lemma implies that there is a

polynomial Pk(x)Etyk such that Sk-k+x(x; r) =Pk(x) on ab, and differentiation

yields r(x) = Ph-i(x)Etyh-i, with Pn-i(x) the (k — h + l)st derivative of Pk(x).

Finally, if r(x) =Ph-i(x) and r,(x) =0 for h—g<i<h, then rh(x) =f(x), where

f(x)=Ph-i(x)-2ZU (-iySj(x; rh-j) if g£h, f(x) ~Ph-i(x) if g>h, and in
either case /(x)£2l0; in particular, if gt=h and rh-,,E%2, then the relation

f'Kx)=Pieli(x)-2ZU (-l)'Sj-9(x; r»_,) implies that f^(x)E22 and f(x)
G§I»;2- In all cases the first conclusion of the preceding sentence holds for

g = l, that is, the validity of Hk for some integer k^h implies the existence

of a function /(x)£2(i such that rh(x) =f(x). For h = 0 the last statement of

the theorem is obvious. If A = 1 and Hk holds for some k^h then the fact that

there is a function f(x) GSIi such that rh(x)=f(x) implies that I(y) exists for

y£2U, and the stated result follows from the validity of (2.2) for y£2l»-

It is to be remarked that if Hk denotes the condition that I(y) =0 for y(x)

an arbitrary polynomial P(x) satisfying Pia)(a) = 0 = Pia)(b), (a = 0, 1, • • • ,

£ — 1), then by an extension of the fundamental lemma due to Hobson [6],

(see also Huke [7, Chapter IV]), it follows that for k^h the condition Hk is

equivalent to Hk.

Corollary 1. The condition Hk of Theorem 2.1 holds for some integer k^h

if and only if there exist functions i\-(#)£Sli, (i = l, • • • , h) such that

(2.4) vh = rh;       v'i+i + »,■ = r,-, (j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , h - 1), v[ = r0;

moreover, if w,(x)£2li and satisfy (2.4) then Vi(x)E%i-,2, (* = 1, •••,»)> when-

ever fj(x)E%2, (j = 0> 1. " • • i h — 1).

If (2.4) is satisfied by Vi(x)E%i then for y£2b, one has 2*-o riy(i)

— [2~2l-ovi+iy<'l)]', and consequently Hk, (k^h), is immediate. On the other

hand, if for some integer k^h the condition Hk is valid then by Theorem 2.1

there is a Ph-i(x)Etyh-i such that 2^-o (~^)'Sj(x; rA_;) = 2V-i(x), and Vj(x)

= (-iy~iPt~i)(x)-2ZUi(-^)iSi(x; fy-.), (j=l, ■■ ■ , h), are absolutely
continuous functions satisfying (2.4). The last statement of the corollary is

an immediate consequence of (2.4).

Let S® denote the class of functions /(x)£S* such that/(x)=0 outside

some subinterval ax^x^bx, where a<ax<bx<b, and the values of ax and bx

are dependent on the particular function/(x). The condition that the integral

I(y) of (2.1) be zero for yE&P will be denoted by H?.

Corollary 2. For k'Szh the condition Hf? is equivalent to Hk.

Clearly Hk implies H^, since (SPc®*- On the other hand, suppose that

Hp holds and for a nondegenerate subinterval 8:axikx^bx of a<x<b let

Sa(5) denote the set of functions/(x)£E* on 5, and 6£(S) the subclass of func-

tions f(x)E&k(b)  satisfying fM(ax)=Q=f^(bi),  (a = 0,  1, • • • , k-l).  If
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;y(x)££t+i(5) then ?7(x)=;y(x) on 5, ?j(x)=0 elsewhere, is such that riE&t,

and consequently H® implies that

f   [ E r,(x)yl»\ dx = 0, for y £ <d(6).

Theorem 2.1 then implies the existence of Ph-i(x; 5)Etyh-i such that r(x)

— E?-o ( —l)'^'^; r*-y) =FA_i(x; 5) on 5. If Si, 52 are two such subintervals

with 5!£52 it then follows that Pn-i(x; S2)=PA_i(x; Si) on Si and hence

Pk-i(x; 52)=^Pa_i(x; Si). Consequently r(x) =Pj,_i(x; 5) on ab, where 5 is an

arbitrary nondegenerate subinterval of a<x<b, and therefore Hk holds in

view of Theorem 2.1.

For a second linear homogeneous differential expression

m

(2.5) M(z) as £ q,(x)z('\ with q,(x) £ 8, (v = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , m),

and J^max («, m), let (L, Af; &) denote the condition that the functional

(2.6) (L(y), z) - (y, M(z»

is zero for arbitrary z£S*, y£&*. The symbol (L, M; k)° will denote the con-

dition that (2.6) is zero for arbitrary z£S£, yE&l, and (L, M; k)Q the condi-

tion that (2.6) is zero for arbitrary z£S®, yE&t ■

Theorem 2.2. If L(y), M(z) are of the form (1.1) and (2.5), respectively,

then for each k 5: max (n, m) the conditions (L, M; k) ,(L,M; k) °, and (L, M;k)®

are equivalent.

As 6*°CS2CG*- clearly (L, M; A)-»(L, M; A)°-»(L, M; k)°, and for the
proof of the theorem it suffices to show that (L, M; k)®—>(L, M; k). Let k he

a fixed integer k>, max (n,m), and for brevity set \y, z\ = (L(y), z) — (y, M(z)).

For 0 <e < (b — a)/2, denote by <bt(x) a function of class (£* such that cpt(x) =■ 1

on a + ef^x^b — e, and cpt(x)=0 on a^x^a + e/2 and 6 —e/2f£x^6. If z£S&,

3'£S®, then for e a positive number so small that y(x) =0 on a^x^a + e and

b — e^x^b we have {y, z} = {y, cptz} = 0 in case condition (L, M; k)® holds.

Now for a given z£Efc the functional [y, z\ is of the form (2.1), and in view

of the above Corollary 2 it follows that for fixed z£S* the condition \y, z] =0

for arbitrary y£S® is equivalent to the condition that {y, z) =0 for arbi-

trary y£St. Consequently (F, M; k)° implies (L, M; k) and the theorem is

proved.

It is to be commented that with the aid of Theorem 2.1 and the above

Corollary 2 one may show that each of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 is also

equivalent to the condition that the expression (2.6) be zero for arbitrary

y£SP, z£S®; a precise characterization of L(y) and M(z) is given in Corol-

lary 2 to Theorem 3.2.
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3. Characterization of the adjoint operator. In view of Corollary 1 to

Theorem 2.1 the following general property of the adjoint operator is im-

mediate.

Theorem 3.1. The domain 3)* of the operator T* adjoint to T0 is the totality

of functions zEi for which zp^ER, (p = 0, 1, • • • , n), and there are functions

Wj = Wj(x; z) E Sli, (j = 1, • • • , w), such that wn = zpn, w'J+i + Wj = zpj,

(j = l, ■ ■ • , w —1); moreover, if zEQ* then T*z = zp0 — w'i(x; z) and Wy£3li.2,

(j = l, • • • , w), whenever T*z and zpj, (j = 0, 1, • • • , w —1), belong to 22.

From Theorem 3.1 it follows that in general the value of T*z is not given

by a differential expression of the form (1.1), but by a "quasi-differential ex-

pression" in the sense of Bocher [2]. The reader is referred to Halperin [4]

for a discussion of general quasi-differential operators in a Hilbert space set-

ting and under regularity assumptions corresponding to hypothesis (H) of §4

below.

In particular, if p„G3U (p = 0, 1, ■ • • , w), then zj>„£21„ for arbitrary

zG2l„, the domain 3)* of T* contains 2L, and T*z= £"=o (-l)"(zft,)(*> for

z£2I„. Finally, if £„£Sl„, (p = 0, 1, • • • , w), and p„(x)y^0 on ab, then zG35*

if and only if z = wn/pn, where w.GSli, (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n), and w'i+i+Wj

= (pj/pn)wn, (j=l, • ■ ■ , w —1), from which it follows readily that w„G2L,

and consequently wn/pnE^fn- That is, if p^GSL., (m = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , w), and p„(x)

^0 on ab, then 2f„ = 3)* and T*z= £"-o (-l)"(zWw for z£2ln.

Throughout the following discussion the symbol kj will be used to denote

j/2 or (j+l)/2 according as j is even or odd; also, we shall employ g\(x) for the

particular polynomials g0(x)=l, gx(x)=xr/X!, (X = l, 2, • • • ).

Theorem 3.2. If gx(x)G3)*, (X = 0, 1, • • • , kn — l), then there exist func-

tions ttj(x) G2l*y, (i = 0, 1, • • • , w), such that

n

(3-1) L(y) = 22 Ay(y; rj), for y E 8U;
i-o

also, 2l„G35* and

(3.2) T*z = L*(z) =. 22 A j(z; (-1) '#,-), forzE Sl».

Moreover, Tj(x) EW.kj-2, (j = 0, 1, ■ • • ,n),if and only if T*gxE22,(\ = 0,1, • • •,

kn-l), and pj(x)E$2, (j = 0, 1, • * • , n-k„).

The result of this theorem will be established by induction. For w = 1 we

have L(y) = pi(x)y' +p0(x)y, kx = l, and the hypothesis that g„(x) = l belongs

to the corresponding set 35* implies that q0(x) = T?g0E% and

j  [L(y) - qoy]dx = 0, for y E C
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From Theorem 2.1 for h = l it follows that there exists a tti(x)£§Ii such that

Tfi=pi, ir[=po — q0, and consequently L(y)=Ki(y; iri)+l\0(y; ir0), with ir0

= p0-ir[/2. If z£2Ii then zp„E%, (ju = 0, 1), L*(z)==Ai(z; -*i)+A0(z; #„)£?,

and (L(y), z)-(y, L*(z)) =0 for z£2Ii, yE&X in view of (1.3), so that SIiC©*

and (y, L*(z) — T*z) =0 for arbitrary y£S°. From the result of Theorem 2.1

for h = 0 it then follows that T*z = L*(x) tor z£2li. To establish for « = 1 the

last conclusion of the theorem it is to be noted that if p0E%2 and q0= T*g0E22

then the above defined function 7Ti has tti' £?2 and hence iri£2(i.2, while

ir0 = po — 7ri'/2£S2 = 2Io;2- Conversely, if TrJE'Hkj-2, (7 = 0, 1), then from (3.1)

and (3.2) it follows that T*zE%2 for arbitrary z£2l1;2 and ^„£?2, (p = 0, 1).

Now suppose that the result of the theorem is valid for n = m — 1 ̂  1, and

let L(y)= Y%.0pu(x)yM(x) with pu(x)E%, (u = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , m), be such that

g\(x), (X = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , km — l), belongs to the corresponding SD*. If f(x),

g(x) £2lm it may be verified readily by induction that

gfw = E (-iyCn.i[g^f]^-'\        (u = 0, 1, • • • , m),
1=0

where C^.yis the binomial coefficient p,\/[j\(p—j)\\. In particular, for z, y£SIm,

771

(3.3) zL(y) = Z(-iyUz^y),

with
771

(3.4) L„(u) = E C,,„pll(x)u<>'-'\ (cr = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , m).

Now the condition that g\(x)ED*, (X = 0, 1, • • • , km— 1), implies that

(3.5) (y, T*0gi) = (L(y), gx) = E (-D'(I.(gx-oO, 1), (\ = 0,1, ■ ■ ■ , km - 1)
,7=0

for arbitrary y£S„. If the integrable functions q\(x), (X = 0, 1, • • • , km — 1),

are defined as
x-i

(3.6) qQ(x) = Togo,    2x(x) = T0g\ - E g\-i(x)q,(x),    (j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , km — 1),
J'-O

then in view of the fact that g\yE&m whenever yE^, it follows readily by

induction that (3.5) implies

(3.7) I,(y) =   f   [L.(y) - (-l)'£,y]<** for y £ 6°, ((r = 0, 1, • • • , km - 1).
d a

As L„(y) is of order at most m—cr, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that

(3.8) h(u) = 0 for u E C-„,      (ff-0,1, •••,*,-1).

Now if yE&in then yME&m-«, (<r = 0, 1, • • • , &m — 1), and consequently

(3.8) implies
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h(yM) = 0 for y G C      (<r = 0, 1, • • • , km - 1).

For j = 0, ■ ■ ■ , m the coefficient of y(i) in Lc(yic)) is Cj,„pj(x). Moreover, for

0^2t^ot the (r + l)X(r + l) matrix |[Cm_^,a||, (a, (3 = 0, 1, • • • , t), is non-

singular. Indeed, if Am,T denotes the determinant of this matrix then Am,r

= (_l)r(r+i)/2( (o^2t^w; w=0, 1, • • • ), in view of the fact that Am,0 = l,

(m = 0, 1, ■ ■ • ), and the readily derivable relation Am,T = ( — l)TAm_1,T_i. Con-

sequently,   for   r = km — 1   there   exist   unique   constants   ea   such   that

2~2l-o Cm-».aea = 5,},o,   (P = 0,   1, • • • ,   r),   and   hence   ^,0 ea[La(y{a))

— ( —l)a2«y(a)] is of the form 2~l?-o rj(x)y'-') with rm(x) =pm(x), and ry(x) =0

for m—km<j<m. Indeed, from the expression for ea in terms of the cofactors

of ||Cm_0,a|| it follows that the coefficient of y<-m-'*>'> in 2~l*=o eaLa(y(-a)) is

equal to (— iypm-km(x)Am_x,T/Am,T = (- l)Tpm_im(x), and hence rm_km(x)

= (~ l)rPn>-km(x) if m is even, rm_tm(x) = (- iy[pm_kJx) - qm-k„(x)]

= ( — l)T[pm-km(x) — qkm-x(x)] if m is odd. From Theorem 2.1 for h = m it

follows that there exists a function 7rmG2L„ such that irm=pm and trmE^ikm,2

whenever rm-kmE%2- Now the condition that T*g\E22, (X = 0, 1, • • • , km — 1),

implies that gk„-i(x) G82 in view of (3.6), and from the value of rm-km derived

above it follows that irm E 2It„;2 whenever pm-km E 82 and T*g\ E 82,

(X = 0, 1, • • • ,km-l).

For irm determined as above, let Txy denote the operator with value

T1y=LW(y)**L(y)-l\m(y; rrm)^2Z^oP?(x)yw on the domain S°_lt and

denote by 35 * the domain of the operator 7\*z adjoint to Txy in the sense defined

in the introduction. As the order of the lowest derivative occurring in Am(z;

( —l)mxm) is km-x = m — km, in view of (1.3) it follows that for X = 0, 1, • ■ • ,

^_x-1 we have (2L<» (y),gx) = (L(y),gx)-(Am(y;7r J, gx) = (y,r*gx)-(y, A (gx;

( — l)m#m)) = (y, P*g\) if yGS£; as the order of Lw(y) is at most m — 1 it

follows from Theorem 2.1 that (L(1)(y), gx) = (y, T*gx) if yE^-x, so that

gx(x)G35* and 2i*gx=ro*gx for X = 0, 1, • • • , km-x— 1. The inductive hypoth-

esis that the result'of the theorem is true for n = m — 1 when applied to the

operator Txy, together with the relation L(y) = L<-u(y) +/\m(y; wm), yields

immediately the result that the conclusion of the first sentence of the theorem

is true for n = m.

For the attainment by the same inductive argument that TyG2L,;2,

(j = 0, 1, • • • , m), whenever r<*gxG?2, (X = 0, 1, • ■ • , km-l), and pj(x)E%2,

(j = 0, 1, • • ■ , n— k„), it remains to show that these conditions imply that

2?gxG?2,   (X = 0,   1, • • • , km_x-l),  and  p?(x)&t,  (i = 0,  1, • • • , m-1

— km-i). The first result is immediate in view of the above-mentioned fact

that Tx*g\ = T*gx, (X = 0, 1, • • • , &m_i — 1). The validity of the second result

follows from the following comments: if m is even then km-x = km, m — l—km-x

= m—km — l, and p\n=pi, (i = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , m — l—km-i); if m is odd then

km_x = km-l, 0 = m-l-km-x = m-km, p?=pi, (i = 0, 1, • • • , 0-1), p?

=p>—Tcm™'/2, while from the above established results it follows that the
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stated hypotheses imply that 7rm£2Itm.2. Conversely, if 7r,£?I>;i;2, (7 = 0, 1, ■ ■ •,

m), then from (3.1) and (3.2) for n=m it follows that To*zE%2 tor arbitrary

z£2L.2 and £„£&>, (m = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , m).
For the explicit form of the bilinear concomitant Kn(u, v; p)

— Eu-i w(<-1)l£.7.»(#; p)v(-'~1) of (1.3) the reader is referred, for example, to

Kamke [8, p. 77]. The following readily verifiable properties will be em-

ployed here: for n = 2r and n = 2r — l each element Ki, -,nis a linear combination

°f P, P', " ' ' > P(T~1) with real coefficients, and thus l?,j;„£2Ii for p£2L and

Ki,-,nE%i;2 whenever pE%r;2; KiJ-,n = (-l)n-1K,i-,„, (i,j = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n);Ki,-,n = 0

if i+j>n + l; Ki,,n = ( — l)i~1p(x) if i+j = n+l. From these properties of

the bilinear concomitant in (1.4), and the result of Theorem 3.2, the following

conclusion is immediate with Eu-i z(-i~1)Ki,(x)y'-i~1) = E"-i &-(%, J', tO.

and 7r„(x) as in (3.1).

Corollary 1. If xx/X!£3)*, (X = 0, 1, • • • , kn — 1), then the differential

expression L*(z) defined in Theorem 3.2 satisfies with L(y) the relation^)

(3.9) zL(y) - yL*(z) = [ E z^-^Kii(x)y^-1U for y, z £ 2I»,

whereKijE^Ii, (i,j = l, • ■ ■ ,n),Ki, = Ofori+j>n + l,andKi, = ( — l)i~1irn(x)

or i4-7* = « + l, with ir„(x) as in (3.1); moreover, -K\j£3Ii,2, (i,j=l, •••,«),

whenever  To*g\E%2,  (X = 0,   1, • • • ,  kn — l), and p,(x)E%2,  (7 = 0,   1, ■ • • ,

n — kn).

Corollary 2. If L(y) and M(z) are of the form (1.1) and (2.5), respectively,

with coefficients belonging to $?, then for a given integer J^max (n, m) a necessary

and sufficient condition for the validity of the relation (L, M; k)° is that L(y) is

of the form (3.1) with ir,(x) £21*,-, (j = l, ■•■,«), and M(z)=L*(z). Moreover,

if (L, M; k) ® holds for some k ̂  max (n, m) then ir,(x) £2lt,;2, (7' = 0, 1, • • • , n),

if and only if <7j(x)£?2, (7 = 0, 1, • ■ • , kn — I), and p,(x)E%2, (7=0, 1, • ■ • ,

n — kn).

For £3:max (n, m) the relation (L, M; k)® implies the relation (L, M; k)

by Theorem 2.2, so that for each z£E* we have \y, z] =(L(y), z) — (y, M(z))

= 0 for y£(Si, in particular, [y, z\ is of the form (2.1) with h = n, and from

Theorem 2.1 it follows that {y, z} =0 for z£&*, y£S^. Consequently

6*CS)*. and (y, T*z-M(z))=0 for y£6°, z£et, so that T*z = M(z) for

z£S*. Therefore gx(x)=xx/X!£2)*, (X = 0, 1, ■ ■ • ), and Theorem 3.2 implies

that L(y) is of the form (3.1) with ir,(x) £21*,- and To*z = L*(z) ior z£2ln,, so

that M(z)=L*(z). Conversely, if L(y) is of the form (3.1) and M(z)=L*(z),

then (3.9) implies the relation (L, M; k)e for k^n. Finally, if (L, M; k)°

holds   for   some   k^max (n,   m),   then    F„*gx = M(g\) = E»-o ff»(*)gx-»(*)>

(') In (3.9) the symbol L*(z) denotes the complex conjugate of L*(z); in the following

pages the symbols M(z) and L(z) will be used with similar meanings.
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(X = 0, 1, • • • , n), and the final conclusion of the corollary is an immediate

consequence of the corresponding conclusion of Theorem 3.2.

4. Additional results under suitable regularity assumptions. In the pre-

ceding discussion of adjoint operators no assumption was made on the non-

vanishing of the leading coefficient p„(x) of (1.1). In particular, no use was

made of the existence or character of solutions of the associated linear homo-

geneous differential equations. The results of the present section are for the

case when the following hypothesis is satisfied:

(H) p,,(x)G8, (p = 0, 1, • • • , w), and there is an eo>0 such that \pn(x)\

^e„ a.e. on ab.

If (H) holds then for given/(x)GS and constants rn, (* = 1, • • • , n), well-

known existence theorems imply that there is a unique yG2L such that

(4.1) L(y) = f(x),        ?<*-»(*) = vu (i - 1, • • • , n),

where x0 is a fixed value on ab; such a function is termed a solution of (4.1).

In case (H) holds and gx(x) =xVX!G35*, (X = 0, 1, • • • , kn-l), then the

function 7r„(x) of Theorem 3.2 is such that either 7r„^e0 or 7r„^ — e0 through-

out ab. As the adjoint expression L*(z) = 2~2%o q^(x)z(u) given by (3.2) has

qn = (— l)ntn, there is also a unique solution of the corresponding system

(4.1') L*(z) = f(x),       «<«-"(*.) = „,-, (i = 1, • • • , »).

Since the condition that ir„ does not vanish on ab implies that the matrix

||2^,y(x)|| of (3.9) is nonsingular, it follows from (3.9) by classical methods that

the system

(4.2) L(y)=f(x),        yw-»(a) - 0 - jr«*-»(»), (i = 1, ■ ■ • , n),

with/(x)G? has a solution if and only if (/, z) =0 for arbitrary solutions z of

L*(z)=0.

It is to be remarked that under hypothesis (H) a solution y(x) of (4.1) is

such that y(x)G2l»;2 in case/(x)G?2 and pj(x)E%2, (j = 0, 1, • • • , n — 1). If

(H) holds, gx(x)=xVX!G35* with T*gxE22, (X = 0, 1, • • • , kn-l), and
Pi(x)E%2, 0 = 0, 1, • • • , n — k„), then by Theorem 3.2 we have that ttj(x)

G2L,-;2, (j = 0, 1, • • • , w). In this case all coefficients of L(y) and L*(z) be-

long to ?2, and for a given x„ on ab all solutions of (4.1) and (4.1') belong to

3l„;2 whenever/(x)G?2-

Theorem 4.1. If hypothesis (H) holds and x*/WED*, (X = 0,1, • ■ • ,kn — l),
then 35*=SI„.

To establish this theorem, let za(x), (a= 1, • • • , w), be linearly independ-

ent solutions of 2,*(z)=0 which are orthonormal in the sense that (za, Zp)

= 8ap, (a, P = l, ■ ■ • , n). Now if z„G35*, and w„(x) is a particular solution of

L*(w„) = T?z0, then w(x) =w„(x)+ 2~2l=i (Zo — w0, za)za(x) is the solution of

L*(w) = T?z0 such that (z0 — w, z) =0 for arbitrary solutions z(x) of L*(z) =0.
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In view of (3.9) and the definition of T*z0 it follows that (L(y), z„) = (y, T*z„)

= (y, L* (w)) = (L (y), w), and consequently (L(y), zo — w)=0, for arbitrary

yE&n- By Theorem 2.1 it then follows that (z0 — w)p~n is equivalent to an

absolutely continuous function, and (L(y), zo—w)=0 ior arbitrary ;y£2I£.

Finally, since (z0 — w, z)=0 for arbitrary solutions of L*(z)=0, the above

statement on the solvability of (4.2) implies that there is a yE^-n such that

L(y) =z0—w, and hence (z0 — w, zo — w)=0 and z0 = w£2I„.

The following theorem presents an extension of a result of Hamburger [5]

for the Sturm-Liouville case; this latter case will be considered specifically

in the next section.

Theorem 4.2. If L(y) satisfies (H) and M(z)=^J".0qv(x)zw, with

g„(x)£?, (v = Q, 1, • • • , n), then a necessary and sufficient condition that

(4.3) (L(y), z) = (y, M(z)), for z £ 6n, y £ 6°„,

is: (a) qn(x) = ( — l)"pn(x); (h) for linearly independent solutions y,(x) and

z,(x), (j—1, ' ' ' , n)< °f L(y) =0 and M(z) =0, respectively, there exists a cor-

responding constant matrix A = \\An\\, (i,j=l, - ■ ■ ,n), such that

(4.4) E     y,<a"1)(x)Ai)z,(x)J = 8na/pn(x),     (a = I, ■ ■ ■ , n).

In particular, (L(y), z) = (y, M(z)) for z£2l„, yE^-l whenever (4.3) holds.

In view of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.2 condition (4.3) is

equivalent to M(z) = L*(z), so that (4.3) implies immediately conclusion (a).

It y=y,(x) and z = z,(x), (j = l, • ■ ■ ,n), are linearly independent solutions of

E(y)=0 and L*(z)=0, respectively, then the Wronskian matrices Y(x)

= ||;yj1_1)(x)|| and Z(x) =||z}<-1)(x)||, (i,j = l, •••,«), are nonsingular on ab

and from (3.9) it follows that there is a constant «X« matrix D such that

Z*(x)K(x) Y(x) =D. In the preceding matrix identity, as well as in subse-

quent occurrences, the exponent * on the symbol for a matrix denotes the

conjugate' transpose matrix. Since hypothesis (H) implies that K(x) is non-

singular the matrix D is nonsingular, and A=Z)_1 is such that F(x)AZ*(x)

is the reciprocal of K(x). The relations l£7(x)=0 for i+j>n + l, and Ki,(x)

= ( — l)i~1irn(x) for i+j = n + l, imply

E [yia"1\x)Aiizj~1)(x)] = 0,

(4.5)

±[yr")(x)Aiizir)(x)] = (-lf-1/Pn(x),

(a = 1, • ■ • ,n - 0;0 = 1, • • • , n),

which provide relations (4.4) for 0 = 1, a = 1, • • • , n — l. In connection with

statement (b) of the theorem it is to be commented that this condition is
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clearly equivalent to the validity of (4.4) for any one particular set of linearly

independent solutions y,(x), Zj(x) with a corresponding constant matrix A.

Now suppose that (H) holds for (1.1), and conditions (a) and (b) are satis-

fied by L(y) and Af(z) = 22"=o q,(x)zM, with q,(x)E2, (v = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , n). It

follows readily that relations (4.4) imply the extended set of conditions (4.5);

indeed, if for a given y satisfying 1 5=7gw the w— y conditions of (4.5) speci-

fied by (8 = 7, a = l, • ■ ■ , w— y hold, then upon differentiation of the first

w—y — 1 °f these conditions one obtains the conditions of (4.5) specified by

P=y + 1. Now conditions (4.5) imply that H(x) = F(x)AZ*(x) has 22iy(x)=0

for i+j<n + l, and Hij(x) = ( — l)'~1/pn(x) for i+j = n + l. In particular,

H(x) is nonsingular a.e. on ab and thus a matrix A satisfying (4.4) is non-

singular. Now for yGS„ the function r(x) =L(y)E%, and in view of (4.4) it

follows by the method of variation of parameters that y(x) =yj(x)hj(x),

where &,-(x)G2Ii and h[(x) = At-yzy(x)r(x); for simplicity of notation, in the ex-

pressions for y(x) and h[(x), and also in subsequent expressions of this para-

graph, we employ the tensor analysis convention so that repetition of sub-

scripts i and j in a given expression denotes summation over the range

1, • ■ • , w. Indeed, if 17,- and hi(x) are determined by y(i_1)(a) =yf~v>(a)vj,

hi(x)=r,i+AijfxaZj(t)r(t)dt, (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n), then (4.4) imply yf-l\x)h'j(x) =0,

(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1), pn(x)yjn~1)(x)hj(x) =r(x), and hence u(x) =yy(x)^-(x)G3I„,

««-i>(z) =yf~1)(x)hj(x), u<-i-»(a)=y<-i-»(a), (i=l, • ■ ■ , w), and L(u)=r(x),

so that w(x)=y(x). Correspondingly, if zE&n then 5(x)=Af(z)GS, and from

the w relations of (4.5) given by <x = l, (3 = 1, • • ■ , w, it follows that z(x)

= Zj(x)gj(x), where gy(x)G2(i and gj (x) = — A,-Jy,(x)5(x). If D is defined as the

reciprocal of the nonsingular matrix A then zL(y)—yM(z)=gjZjr — sythi

= gjDjM+HDjihi= [gjDjihi]'= [ Zli-i z"-»(x)Kij(x)y^(x)}', where
K(x)=Z*-i(x)DY~1(x), and therefore (L(y), z) = (y, M(z)) if zGEn, yE&n-

Consequently from Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.2 it follows that L(y) has the

form (3.1), M(z)=L*(z), and the equality in (4.3) holds for zG2l„, yEK-
5. Sturm-Liouville operators. A formal differential operator (1.1) with

Pn(x)E2 will be said to be a Sturm-Liouville operator (SL-operator) if

(5.1) (L(y), z)  = (y, L(z)), for arbitrary z E 6», y E <&

This definition is a slight modification of that of Hamburger [5], who intro-

duced this terminology for the case when p„EZ2, (p = 0, 1, • ■ • , w), the con-

dition of hypothesis (H) holds, and the equality of (5.1) holds for arbitrary

zG§L;2, yE^n-,2- In view of Theorem 2.2 condition (5.1) is equivalent to the

condition that (L(y), z) = (y, L(z)) for arbitrary z, yE&n, or indeed for arbi-

trary z, yGS„ . The following criterion is a ready consequence of Corollary 2

to Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 5.1. The formal differential operator L(y) is an SL-operator if and
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only ifL(y) = YJi-a h,(y; ir,) where ir,E%kjandir,= (-1)'ir,, (7 = 0,1, • • • , n);

moreover, 7r,£2h:,-;2 if and only if p,(x)E%2, (7 = 0, 1, ■ • • , n — kn).

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 5.2. If L(y) satisfies hypothesis (H) then L(y) is an SL-operator

if and only if the following conditions hold: (a) ^(^(-l)"^^); (b) for

linearly independent solutions y,(x), (j= 1, - - - , n), of L(y) =0 there exists a

corresponding constant matrix A = \\Aij\\, (i,j=l, ■ ■ • ,n), such that

n

(5.2) X)   [?<"" \x)Ai,y](x)} = onJpn(x) (a = 1, ■ ■ • , n).
i,i-l

The criterion of the following theorem is that of Hamburger [5], with the

modification of terminology mentioned at the beginning of this section.

Theorem 5.3. If L(y) satisfies hypothesis (H) then a necessary and sufficien

condition that L(y) be an SL-operator is that for linearly independent solutions

yj(x), (j—l, ' " ' > n), °f L(y) =0 there exists a corresponding constant matrix

A = \\Aij\\, (ilj=lJ ■ ■ ■ , n),that is skew-Hermitian and such that the relations

(5.2) hold.

If L(y) is an SL-operator then in view of Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.2 there

is a matrix l£(x)=||jK',-y(x)|[ with absolutely continuous elements satisfying

Ki,=-0 for i +j>n +1, Ki, = ( — l)i_1ir„(x) for i+j = n+l, such that

zL(y) - yL(z) = |   E  z^R^y"-" 1 for y, z £ «».

It follows readily that Xu-i [z(i-1)(Kij + Kji)y'-'-1)] is a constant for arbi-

trary y, z£2I„ and consequently that K(x)= —K*(x). As in the proof of the

first part of Theorem 4.2 hypothesis (H) implies that K(x) is nonsingular and

(5.2) holds for A = D~l, where D is the constant nXn matrix such that a given

set y,(x), (j = l, •••,»), of linearly independent solutions of L(y) =0 with

Wronskian matrix F(x)==|[;yji-1)(x)|| satisfies Y*(x)K(x) Y(x) =D. The skew-

Hermitian character of K(x) implies that A=—A* and consequently the

necessity of the stated condition is established.

On theotherhand, if A= — A*and (5.2) holdsfor asety;(x), (j= 1, • • • ,n),

oi linearly independent solutions of L(y) = 0, then as in the proof of the second

part of Theorem 4.2 it follows that H(x) = Y(x)AY*(x) has Hi,(x)=-0 lor

i+j<n + l and Hij(x)=( — l)i~1/pn(x) for i+j = n+l. Then the condition

A=—A* implies that H(x) = —H*(x), and, in particular, that pn(x)

= ( — l)npn(x). The conclusion that L(y) is an SL-operator then follows from

Theorem 5.2.

6. Extensions of the operator T„. It will be supposed throughout this section

that L(y) is of the form (1.1) with paEZ, (m = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , »), and xx/X!£3)*,
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(X = 0, 1, • • • , kn — l), so that L(y) is of the form (3.1). For 35s a linear subspace

of Sin containing 2I£, let Ts denote the operator with domain 35„ and value

T,y = L(y) for yG35„. If 35s* is the totality of functions z(x)E% for which

zpuEQ, (p = 0, 1, • • • , w), and there exists a corresponding/j(x)GS such that

(L(y), z) =(y,fi) for all yG35« then the adjoint of 77 is the operator T* with

domain 35* and value T*z=f2. If the linear subspace 93s of complex 2ra-

dimensional space composed of the end-values (y('~1)(a), yi'~1''(b)),

(j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n), for yG35s has dimension 2n—r, and A2=||M^H, ./V=[|Af„yH,

(a= 1, ■ ■ ■ , r; j= 1, • • • , m), are such that 33, is characterized by

n

(6.1) s,(y) = 22 [Maiy^\a) + Ntiy^~»(b)] = 0, («■ = 1, • • • , r),
j-i

then the rX2w matrix \\M,j Nrj\\ is of rank r and 35„is the totality of functions

yG2In satisfying (6.1). If P«||P,X (H|(?J, (T = 1> ' ' ■ ,2n-r;j = l,
w), are such that the (2w—r)X2w matrix ||PTy QTJ\\ is of rank 2n — r and

MP* — NQ* = 0, then in view of Theorem 3.2 and its Corollary 1 the domain

35,* of the adjoint contains all zEWn satisfying

(6.2) 22 [Pr1Kij(a)z^Ka) + QTjKi,(b)z<^(b)] = 0,   (r = 1, • • • , 2« - r),
», j-i

and T?z = L*(z) for such z.

For the remainder of this section it will be supposed that the hypothesis

(H) holds for (1.1). Then irn(x) does not vanish on ab, K(x) is nonsingular,

and in view of Theorem 4.1 and the fact that 35 *C®* it follows that if

wG35* there is a zG2L satisfying (6.2) such that z = w. It is to be remarked

that the conditions (6.2) on the end-values (z(i_1)(a), z(i_1)(&)) are equivalent

to

(6.3) tT(z) =■ 22 [RrjZ^Ka) + Srjz"-»(b)] = 0,        (r = 1, • • • , In - r),
i=i

if and only if the (2n—r) X2w matrix ||2?Ty 5Ty|| is of rank 2n — r and

(6.4) MK~1(a)R* - NK~l(b)S* = 0.

The consideration of adjoint systems where r^w dates from Bocher [2].

In Chapter 11 of [3] Coddington and Levinson treat in detail the problem of

such systems for L(y) =0 under the assumption that puE&n, (p = 0, 1, • ■ • ,w),

and state explicitly the criterion for adjointness in the form (6.4). A discus-

sion equivalent to that of Coddington and Levinson, but one that seems

simpler in detail to the author, is afforded by a procedure similar to that of

Bliss [l, §1], since (6.3) is clearly equivalent to the condition imposed on

i~i(a)=22Uz(i-1)(a)Ki](a), fr(6) = £?-i *<*-»(&)£<,(&) by the restriction
that 227-1 [h(.a)yu~1)(.a)-h(b)yii-1)(b)]=0 for all y^~l\a), yi*-»(b) satisfy-
ing (6.1).
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If y,(x)E%n, (j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n), and Y(x)=\\yf-1)(x)\\, the symbols s(Y),
sl(Y) are employed for the rXn matrices s(Y) = MY(a)+NY(b), sl(y)

= MY(a)—NY(b). Correspondingly, if z,(x)£2ln, (j = l, ■ ■ ■ , n), we set

Z(x)=||z)W)(x)|| and define the (2n-r)Xn matrices t(Z), tl(Z) as t(Z)

= RZ(a)+SZ(b), t1(Z)=RZ(a)-SZ(b).

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that L(y) satisfies (H), and Ts is the operator with

Tsy = L(y) on the domain 3), of functions ;y£2L satisfying (6.1), where the

rX2n matrix \\MC, Nr,\\ is of rank r. If y,(x),z,(x), (j = l, ■ • • , n),are linearly

independent solutions of L(y) =0, L*(z) =0, respectively, and A is the correspond-

ing constant matrix satisfying (4.4), then (6.3) defines the manifold of end-values

z(i~l)(a), z(i_1,(6), (i = l, ■ ■ • , n), of elements z£2l„ in the domain 3),* of the

adjoint operator T* if and only if the (2n—r) X2n matrix ||PTJ- 5T;|| is of rank

2n—r and

(6.5) s(Y)A[t1(Z)]* + sKY)A[t(Z)]* = 0.

As shown in the proof of Theorem 4.2, if A is the constant matrix satisfy-

ing (4.4) with linearly independent solutions y, and z, of L(y) =0 and L*(z)

= 0, respectively, then A is nonsingular and Z*(x)K(x) Y(x) =A_1. The result

of the theorem is then an immediate consequence of (6.4), and the fact that

by direct computation the left-hand member of (6.5) is found to be equal to

2 [MK~l(a)R*-NK-\b)S*].

The operator T, is self-adjoint if 3)f = 3), and T*y=T,y. If F, is self-

adjoint then r = n and, in particular, (L(y), z) =(y, L(z)) for z, y£2C In view

of Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.2 it follows that if T, is self-adjoint then L(y) is

an SL-operator as defined in §5. Now if L(y) is an SL-operator satisfying

hypothesis (H), and A is a constant matrix satisfying (5.2) with linearly

independent solutions y,(x), (j = l, •••,»), of L(y)=0, then by Theorems

5.2 and 5.3 the matrix A is skew-Hermitian. The following result is then an

immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose that L(y) is an SL-operator satisfying hypothesis (H),

and let T, be the operator with T,y=L(y) on the domain 3), of functions y£2I„

satisfying (6.1), where r=n and the nX2n matrix \\MC, N,j\\, (a,j=l, ■ ■ ■ ,n)

is of rank n. If y,(x), (j = l, ■ ■ ■ , n), are linearly independent solutions of

L(y)=0, and A the corresponding constant matrix satisfying (5.2), then T, is

self-adjoint if and only if the nXn matrix s1( Y)A [s( Y) ] * is Hermitian.

This result corresponds to the Main Theorem of Miller [9] established

for systems in which />,,£(£„, (p. = 0,l, ■ • • , n), and Theorem 5 of Hamburger

[5] for systems in which £,,£?2, (m = 0, 1, • ■ • , »). In the proofs of both

Miller and Hamburger, however, in addition to hypothesis (H) the assump-

tion is made that the system L(y) =0, s(y) =0 is incompatible; the above proof

shows that this assumption of incompatibility is unnecessary.
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